Medicaid Legacy Data Management
powered by

Trinisys revolutionizes the way government agencies aggregate, process, and access legacy data from
process management, workflow automation, and case management solutions.
Government agencies are lean and stretched thin. With demands and caseloads increasing, departments
are expected to work quickly and accurately, however, this can be difficult when dealing with disparate
applications that prevent efficient data retrieval and access.
Medicaid Legacy Data Management powered by ClearView (MLDM) enables government and Medicaid
agencies to decommission legacy systems through legacy data archival and migration. Utilizing Trinisys
Convergence, historical data such as case information and history are migrated to a streamlined application
that can be accessed from the go-forward system via contextual link. Additionally, MLDM reduces compliance
and security risks, and helps teams be more productive by having a comprehensive data set easily and
instantly available.

Application Features

Intuitive user interface manages all current
and historical data that can easily be
retrieved and exported

Application can be hosted in the Cloud or
on the existing IT infrastructure depending
on the agency’s needs

Detailed auditing functionality records
all user activity and can be integrated
with third-party compliance management
applications

Advanced search functionality enables
users to quickly search by fields like MCC
group, date, submitter, case ID, document
name, etc.

Secure login to a web-based portal with
role-based access to tabs and reports

Efficient single sign-on capabilities via
active directory authentication
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Diverse Needs. One Flexible Solution.
As demands and caseloads increase, having a unique solution that can store both current and historical
data is necessary for team productivity, accuracy, and consistency. MLDM powered by ClearView has a
scalable infrastructure that can support additional users, data, and features to meet the growing needs of
the agency.

Organization-Wide Impact
Whether it’s the IT team looking at the bigger picture, or the end user working on day-to-day details,
MLDM powered by ClearView adds value by eliminating maintenance and support costs associated with
legacy systems, as well as enabling greater efficiency and productivity when managing cases.

Benefits of MLDM powered by ClearView
•

Automated, streamlined, and secure solution
provides users with immediate access to the
information needed

•

Eliminates data silos and connects users to vital
data across the organization

•

Platform-level security standards ensure data is
protected in motion and at rest

•

Advanced document management tools organize
documents and eliminate redundant data entries

•

Scalable technology grows with the organization
and accommodates additional users and
capabilities

•

Frees up money in the IT budget by eliminating
maintenance and support costs and reducing
unnecessary resources associated with legacy
systems

For more information about Medicaid Legacy Data Management powered by ClearView, please
contact us at sales@trinisys.com or 877-874-6479.
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